
Preface 

The Moral Economy of American Broadcasting 

When Gang Busters came on the air Kanny Roy was packing her grand
daughter's suitcase. It was nine oclock in the evening in September of 1942. 
It did not take her long to realize that the story concerned her son. Twelve 
years previously, she sold dresses at a ready-to-wear shop in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, her husband ran electric trains at a foundry, and her son, Virgil Harris, 
processed corn at a starch factory. Then Harris became an armed robber, was 
caught and jailed, escaped, died-gunned down by state police-and joined 
the ranks of Depression-era bandits immortalized by true crime magazines, 
movies, and radio. Nanny Roy's granddaughter was leaving for college. Pro
tective of her privacy, Roy promptly mailed a complaint to the sponsor, Earl 
Sloan and Company. The company forwarded her letter to program supervi
sor, Leonard Bass, whose response can be surmised from Roy's second letter. 
HI cannot except your regrets;' she declared: 

I understand perfectly if I were a mother with high financial stand
ing this would never of happed. you can't deny the crime of all sorts 
the worst of all the robbery that happens every day thru the rich and 
mighty from the poor. why not expose them. put your investigator at 
work on the people who are stealing thru their capacity officially .... 
This sort of crime is worse to me than if a person point a gun at me 
and demand all I have. Yet it goes on. An 18 year old boy steals a sack 
of feed an inner tube or a tire and he gets sentenced to 20 years in an 
institution. let the big feller rob in his undermining way there's no 
publicity he goes on lectures to society and is met by the broadcasters 
with a hand-shake.] 
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The true crime show had failed Nanny Roy in a variety ofways. Its researchers 

had pried into her family history. Its writers had omitted aspects of her son's 

life that dnwe him to rob banks. Its sponsors and producers had brushed ofr 
her point that workers turned to banditry to survive the Great Depression-a 
recent memory even as the country began to recover during the war. A mod
ern reader might wonder why she bothered to correspond with broadcasters c: 
at all, given how well she understood and articulated the complicity of the r 

commercial broadcasting industry in the inequities of American capitalism. 
Yet she did write, twice, and received a response. Nanny Roy's letter conveys II 

both her sense of social justice and her expectations of reciprocity from the Ii 
radio industry. cj 

Many Americans shared her sentiments. Between 1920 and \950, during 
the "golden age" of radio, they extended communal values to the increasingly L 

complex national economy and politics. Populist movements revolted against tl 
the rise of the impersonal bureaucratic nation state and modern industrial b 
society. The union rank and file believed in "moral capitalism;' a social order ti 
where industrial employers had a responsibility to provide a fair share for :1' 

workers. Large corporations advertised themselves as friendly neighborhood B 
stores to appease restive consumers. And the expanding federal government (ll 

had to meet rising expectations of fairness from the loyal citizenry. 'This III 

moral economy governed the development of radio as an industry and a mass p~ 

medium.2 The industry operated on tacit assumptions that held broadcasters tl) 

responsible to their audiences. Americans looked to radio not only to reflect III 

but to resolve some of the tensions they felt about the nature of big institu .\ 
tions, the location of social power, and the future ofboth market and political r~ ) 

democracy. This book describes how their expectations shaped the medium. :U 
Today, the idea that listeners' sense of justice shaped broadcasters' pro pr 

duction practices appears to defy common sense. Once the main ground for ,() 

scholarly battles over media effects and national culture, in the era of televi Hi 
sion radio became the province of memorabilia and tape collectors. Ronald .I)i 

Reagan's deregulation policies made it relevant again, inspiring influential t'\' 

studies of how advertising and corporate monopoly stitled programming 

and technical innovation. Participatory amateur radio in the early 19205 gave :h, 
place to one-way local commercial, educational, and non-profit broadcasting. lh 
Following the Radio Act of 1927 and especially the Communication Act of ',.:1 

]934, national networks dominated broadcasting and consolidated Ameri Jtc 

can national culture. After the ratings services appeared in the early 19305, ::r, 
hroadcasters rarely confronted rea) listeners, only "demographics" classi- :,rt 

'. 
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fled by gender, race, geography, income, and purchasing habits. Networks, 
ad agencies, and sponsors erected a self-serving system of pseudoscientific 

measurement to render audiences into a commodity that could be more 
sold to agencies and clients alike. Despite Hawed methods, ratings have 

persisted as the foundation for commercial broadcasting into the t'.venty-first 
century. "Radio," legal scholar Yochai Benkler concluded in 2006, "for a brief 

moment destabilized the mass-media model, but quickly converged to it:' 

After that, "there were no more genuine inflection points in the structure of 

mass media:" According to this bini's eye view of the industry, listeners had 

little impact on its everyday organization but bore the brunt of the conse
quent corporate media system. 

To those who take a closer look, however, radio's past seems less decided. 

Local stations in the 19205, it turns out, forged symbiotic relationships with 
their farmer, immigrant, and middle-class neighbors. The networks did not 

blanket the entire country until the late 19305. Regional chains and local sta
tions continued to operate alongside the national The Federal Com

munications Commission used antitrust law to break apart the ~ational 
Broadcasting Company in 1943. Commercials that hailed shopping as a form 

of citizenship inspired consumer boycotts. Network programs created a sense 

nf intimacy rather than an impersonal national culture. Listeners imagined 
personal connections with radio characters, and expected scriptwriters, ac

tors, and sponsors to heed their advice. These new accounts amend the tale 

l)f network and commercial dominance. They begin to explain why so many 

:\mericans-over 80 percent by 1940-owned radios and listened on average 
tor four hours daily, and why in a pinch families would rather give up their 

furniture, linen, or icebox than their radio set. George Washington Hill, the 

president of the American Tobacco Company and one of the first radio spon

,ors, defined radio as 10 percent entertainment and 90 percent advertising. l 

His often-cited quip becomes more programmatic than descriptive once one 

as this book does, beyond business plans and political debates to the 

everyday practices and expectations at work in the making of broadcasting. 

7Jle Listener's Voice argues that audiences were critical components in 
the making of radio, the establishment of its genres and social operations. 

During the Jazz Age and the Great Depression, with no scientific structure 

n~t available to analyze and predict audience response, radio producers cre

.lled devices and programs relying on individual listeners' phone calls, tele

>lrams, and letters. In their responses, Americans demanded access to radio 
xoduction, aiming also to reframe the terms on which modern institutions, 
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the radio industry included, structured their lives. In this period, listener reF 
sponse inspired changes in radio technology, genres, and institutions. Writers 
and stars used their relationship with listeners to gain some creative autonomy 
from network and agency executives. By wartime, however, the broadcasting 
industry relied mainly on scientific management of audiences. Ratings and 
surveys of specialized markets shaped production choices. Radio genres had 
standardized and producers no longer invited listeners to participate in the 
creative process, allowing them only to express taste preferences. Networks 
consolidated their power over programming decisions, edging out input 
from audiences, agencies, writers, and stars. It also became harder for radio 
personalities to convince listeners that their individual testimonies mattered. 
But scientific marketing never triumphed completely-as television produc
ers embraced ratings, audiences gained more control over local radio. By the 
time postwar prosperity arrived, centralization and scientific methods gave 
way to local reciprocal forms of radio production. 

This book thus uses radio history as a lens to examine the moral economy 
that Americans imagined for themselves and for the nation. Its chapters pro
ceed chronologically, focusing on key moments of creative, intellectual, and 
ethical discovery, when certain listeners and broadcasters challenged corpo
rate standards of ownership and control. Radio technology, and the amateurs, 
hardware bootleggers, and sports fans who influenced its initial development, 
appear prominently in the Jazz Age. -rhe Federal Radio Commission becomes 

a key character in 192i, when it destroys popular visions for a decentral
ized broadcasting system in favor of national networks, leaving it to radio 
fan magazines to re-educate listeners in living with the commercial network 
system. Radio serials enter the narrative during the Depression, when script
writers and fans negotiate their storylines. Scientific audience research comes 
into focus on the eve of the war, when German philosopher Theodor Adorno, 
having just escaped the Nazi brand of scientific management, confronts its 
authority at the Radio Research Project, at Princeton and later at Columbia 
University. At the same juncture, true crime shows elicit poor listeners' dis
enchantment with corporate radio. And the music industry takes center stage 
in postwar prosperity, when rhythm and blues disc jockeys, in collaboration 
with fans, challenge established norms of music production and property. To

gether, all the strands of this story describe how Americans shaped the early 
broadcasting industry, and, in the process, invented a moral media econo
my-a set of uncodified but effective assumptions as to what was and was not 
legitimate in the relationship between the industry and its audiences. 
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This story matters because it calls attention to the recurring cycles of 
popular participation and corporate control in modern media. Scholars usu
ally look back to the pre-1920s experimenter era of radio to imagine a uto

pian relationship between a mass medium and its audiences. According to 
media theorist Henry Jenkins, when amateurs relinquished control of radio 

to broadcasting stations, Americans lost "the potential for a broad-based par
ticipatory medium" to "corporate interests:' Digital media, he suggests, may 

experience the same fate. More generally, cultural historian Michael Denning 
notes "the great paradox" oftwentieth-century media where "the genuine de

mocratization of cultural audiences required such large capital investment 

and technical training as to have restricted greatly the production of films 
and broadcasts:'5 A small community of skilled enthusiasts-radio amateurs 

or computer hackers, for example-develops a collaborative medium. But by 

the time wider audiences gain access to it, the gap between corporate produc

ers and mass audiences grows to the extent that collaboration is no longer 
pOSSible. This book instead explores how mass audiences have applied the 

participatory ethic of the early experimenter period to their relationship with 
commercial cultural industries. 

To begin with, commercial industries needed audience participation to 
create and reinvent a mass medium. Sportscasts owed their raucous ambient 
sound, and soaps their fantastic plot twists, to listeners' demanding enthusi

asm. Even after corporations took control of the medium, in periods of crisis 
industries had to abandon scientific marketing in favor of direct interaction 

with audiences. When television encroached on radio's dominance, network 
radio failed because it reused old programs and stars. Local radio survived 

because it developed new formats in collaboration with local audiences. His

tories of sound reproduction technologies have focused on corporate stan
dards for radio sound. The Listener's Voice amends these accounts to show 

how Americans continually reinvented the new sound medium to help them 
perceive modern structures of power and authority that encroached on their 

daily lives. Even with wireless technology already in place by 1920, Americans 
still needed to invent radio broadcasting as a new "medium" in a broad sense 

suggested by art historian Rosalind Krauss: to discover specific instruments, 
styles, and business practices that would extract cultural meanings from the 
technology." In response to listeners' letters, engineers, writers, performers, 
and managers made specific formal choices. These choices in turn suggested 
new forms of sound perception and social order. 

Precisely because corporate producers wielded more power than mass 
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audiences, these periods of interaction and negotiation raised questions about 
social justice in media and society. Media scholars have celebrated audienc
es-from teenage Madonna look-alikes to Star Trek fan fiction writers-who 
refashioned mass culture to fit their own needs. Let us not. Popular critiques 
of corporate capitalism became most articulate not during the freewheel
ing experimenter era, but when the industry upset audience expectations of 
reciprocity-when networks displaced local radio and when scientific au
dience research made it impossible tor individual listeners to affect radio 
production. Some audiences proved more likely to draw parallels between po
litical, economic, and cultural domains. Ethnic and rural audiences defended 
local stations more readily than urban middle-class listeners. Down-and-out 
Americans were more prone to relate radio executives' disdain for listeners to 
Depression-era economic inequities. Black listeners appreciated some min
strel performers' artistry yet saw race humor as evidence of their second-class 
status as audiences and citizens. Such moments provide a unique record of 
the vernacular social imagination-the ways ordinary Americans conceived 
and enacted their relationship to big institutions. They allow us to trace mod
ern institution building from the bottom up, as political historian Meg Jacobs 
described state formation. If cultural historians looked for "popular politi
cal theory" in Betty Grable pinups and HolI}'Wood films, this book looks for 
vernacular political economy in ordinary people's own writings to radio pro
ducers. When the industry upset audience expectations of reciprocity, it lent 
listeners modes of perception and argument that enabled them to critique 
the industry itself, as well as other institutions and the economic, racial, and 
gender inequities of modern America. 

As a historical touchstone for contemporary debates about participatory 
media and corporate power, early radio serves well to investigate the Ameri
can economic moral sense. Gifts, trade, consumption, revolts, elections, and 
law have all provided material for specific studies of reciprocity. Several wide
ranging and int1uential accounts disagree about its origins, timing, and at
tributes. French sOciologist Marcel Mauss defines "gift economy" as bonds 
of obligation created by gift exchange in "archaic" societies, from the ancient 
Romans to the Hai'da and Tlingit of the American Northwest. British histo
rian E. P. Thompson considers the "moral economy" of eighteenth-century 
food riots a prepolitical response to capitalism. Yochai Benkler believes that a 
new non-market economy of"social production" is inseparable from the digi
tal communication networks. Meg Jacobs places the "pocketbook politics" 
of consumer entitlement in the early twentieth century, encompassing the 

'. 
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welfare capitalism of the 1920s, New Deal social security, and the economic 
citizenship of the mid-century fiscal state. These scholars describe related 
concepts and draw on each other's theories.s Yet it is hard to grasp a phenom
enon described alternatively as pre capitalist or consumerist, primitive or dig
ital, pre political or fundamental to liberal politics in America. A focus on an 
emerging medium resolves some of these contradictions. Media innovation 
requires reciprocity; with each new innovation, moral media economies in
evitably resurface, reshaping and occasionally defying established standards 
of property. 

More generally, the history of American radio presents a paradox, where 
apparently premodern or postcolonial sensibilities permeate modern life in 
the West. "Modernity," in its multifarious summations, spans Cubist painting 
and New Orleans jazz; railroads and the assembly line; statistics and soci
ology; liberal democracy and colonialism; corporations and migrant labor; 
simultaneity and speed; the popular press, cinema, and radio. Outside of the 
West, the story goes, these changes in technology, economy, politics, art, and 

sense perception encounter indigenous practices and worldviews, produc
ing "alternative" modernities. In Nigeria, the domestic film industry thrives 
on video pirates' expertise and distribution networks. In Egypt, students, 
shopkeepers, and taxi drivers hear a moral guide to political judgment in 
the rhythm and tone of Islamic cassette sermons. In Cameroon, the poor use 
their belief in witchcraft as a weapon in struggles over material and political 
resources. The West, all but free of these aberrations, enjoys the classic mo
dernity of free market capitalism, instrumental rationality, and disinterested 
public debate. The story of radio instead suggests that piracy, sensibility, and 
belief may be fundamental to modern political economy everywhere.~ 

Commercial broadcasters, for one, put faith in modern scientific surveys. 
American population management projects stretched from the first U.S. cen
sus in the 1780s to the opening of the Harvard Bureau of Business Research 
in 1911, Army intelligence tests during World War 1, and Robert and Helen 
Lynd's quest for average "Middletown" Americans in Muncie, Indiana, in the 
1920s. Scientific methods soared in popularity in 1936, when George Gallup's 

and Elmo Roper's representative sampling polls correctly predicted Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt's victory in the 1936 presidential election. Surveys of media 
audiences followed, with mixed results. After several unhelpful pilot stud
ies, Radio-Keith-Orpheum and Walt Disney Studios refused to renew their 
contracts with Gallup's Audience Research Institute. But broadcast ratings 
took hold because they helped networks sell potential audiences to sponsors. 
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Telephone surveys and audimeter machines underestimated radio audience 
size by up to 20 percent but shared in the egalitarian authority of opinion 
polis. Gallup and Roper redefined civic participation when they conveyed 
the nation's opinion on the economy and military intervention. Network sta
tistics departments trumpeted sponsored radio as a democracy when they 
quantified and categorized listener preferences. After some grumbling and 
protests, Americans learned to imagine society as a rational system, known 
and managed through surveys.;o 

Or so it seemed. Radio fans instead relied on what political theorist Wil
liam Connolly called "visceral modes of appraisal." They argued from the 
particular-a sack of feed, a tube, a tire-and opted for practical knowledge 
against the systematic rigor offered by the networks. They patronized the 
bootleg radio tube industry, dispensed advice to fictional radio characters, 
and sent them gifts. They favored trenchant language. Nanny Roy, retired 
saleslady ("you can't deny the crime of all sorts the worst of all the robbery 
that happens every day thru the rich and mighty from the poor. why not ex
pose them"), violated every standard of detachment, diffidence, prosody, and 
voice evident in the scientific writing of Hugh Beville, NBC research man
ager ("It must be admitted that there is still some doubt about the general 
listening pattern of the lowest economic group"). Excitable and unruly, radio 
fans resemble neither the mass public constituted by ratings or opinion polls, 
nor the anonymous and impartial citizenry debating politics in the bourgeois 
public sphere, as German philosopher Jiirgen Habermas famously defined it. 
Their demands for reciprocity seem to confirm a notion, widely shared today, 
that sentiments make reasoned judgments impossible.' I 

A long view of audience correspondence tells otherwise. Like the popu
lar periodicals of the eighteenth century, broadcasters cultivated exchange 
with their publics. In 1711, the London Spectator, a popular general circu
lation daily and, by many accounts, the birthplace of the public sphere, in
vited gentlemen and, less enthusiastically, artisans, shopgirls, and servants to 
send in reports and opinions as "materials" for the editor's "speculations" on 
literary style and urban life. The Spectator appealed to an imaginary public 
of disinterested citizens, but published letters to the editor and accounts of 
coffee shop debates to trace the circulation of opinion among actual read
ers. Broadcasters, too, addressed an imaginary public of citizen consumers, 
wondering if their listeners really existed. The earliest radio stations installed 
telegraph and telephone operators in the studio to report listener responses 
in real time. Networks organized mail contests and set up departments to 

'. 
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process and answer listener mail. To sort and route to the artists, program 
managers, and sponsors the more than 12,697,000 letters received during 
1931, the Columbia Broadcasting System's audience division reportedly tre
bled its personnel and facilities. In March 1936 alone NBC claimed to have 
spent more than $300,000 on postage replying to 1,015,372 letters. Radio tim 
magazines printed readers' opinions in columns entitled "Voice of the Lis
tener" and "The Listener Speaks."12 Marketing drove much of this, but ideas 
did circulate, letters were written, sent, read, and answered. Broadcasters did 
not conjure up their listening public with a throw of a switch. The public par
ticipated in its own making. 

Like the serial novels of the nineteenth century, radio programs unfolded 
as if in an intimate conversation with their audiences. Around the mid
nineteenth century, Congress reduced the basic US. postage rate to two to 
three cents per half ounce, where it remained virtually unchanged for the next 
hundred years. Rural delivery, motorized post carriers, and airmail came in 
the early twentieth century. In 1861, the US. Postal Service carried 161 mil
lion letters, or three times more per capita than twenty years earlier. In 1930, 

it carried 28 billion. As expectations of personal contact expanded beyond 
one's home and neighborhood, novelists, stage headliners, and movie stars 
became objects of epistolary afiection. Serial narratives especially promoted 
"communion between the writer and the public;' as William Thackeray put it, 
"something continual, confidential, something like personal affection." Radio, 
to advertisers' delight, also made "thousands of people feel free to sit down 
and write a friendly and personal letter to a large corporation:' Sensitive mi
crophones, crooning voices, living room radios, protracted storylines, and 
informal speech amplified the sense of a "personal touch:' Commercials used 
personal appeal to direct consumer desires. Roosevelt, who received more 
mail from his constituents than any previous president, began his "fireside 
chats" with a drink of water and an aside, "It is very hot here in Washington:' 
Yet listeners addressed broadcasters as intimate enemies as well as friends, 
as Roosevelt found out from the angry responses to his short-lived Supreme 
Court packing plan. jl Intimacy served as a mode of judgment as well as a 

persuasion technique. 
Far from an aberrant alternative to modern scientific audience research, 

this epistolary exchange, and the moral economy it sustained, were funda
mental to the making of broadcasting. This became clear as I scanned decades 
of reader columns in nine radio fan magazines, read thousands of fan letters 
in seventeen archival collections across the United States, and traced their 
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authors' lives through census records. (Some of these letters, their authors' 

bios, and many radio sounds that inspired them can be found at the listeners

voice.org.) Over and over, networks and agencies spent millions "educating" 
the public on the democratic nature of ratings and sponsored broadcasting, 
against the persistent criticism of reformers, scholars, and lay listeners. Their 
monumental attempt to produce individualist and property-abiding "citizen 

consumers" compares in scale, if not violence, to reeducation projects aiming 

to forge new "Soviet persons" in twentieth-century socialist states. Yet with 

each creative turn in broadcasting history, the very conditions of production 

ate away at their powers of persuasion. Engineers bent patent regulations; 
disc jockeys, copyright laws. Early broadcasters listened to local audiences. 

Network writers negotiated with fans. These practices embodied the ideas of 

reciprocity that listeners articulated when they confronted national corpo

rate networks and the formulaic ratings system. Today, media executives once 
more speak of "reeducating" the public on the sanctity of intellectual prop

erty. Lawsuits and publicity campaigns presume that file-sharing audiences 

will stop and listen, just like Nipper, the fox terrier who forever heeds "his 
master's voice" over the gramophone loudspeaker in the HMV trademark, 

first used in 1902 by the Victor Talking Machine Company.l" The Listener's 
Voice offers reciprocity between speakers and listeners as a persistent coun

terpoint to the relationship this famed drawing prescribes. 

http:voice.org
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